Welcome to the Mural for the Global Dialogue on Partnership: Partnerships for Innovation

Getting Started

If you are new to Mural, click on the ? in the top right corner, and view the 'Getting Started Guide'.

Now, create your first comment on a sticky note and tell us:

What have you found challenging in partnering for innovation?

- Balancing the need for deep collaboration by diverse actors (to solve complex problems) with the need to identify enough common ground to turn collaboration into solutions
- Finding the right project to entice partners to pay for this design process
- Competition between potential collaborators
- Diversity of thoughts, expectations and stake in the innovation often makes it too complex to come to consensus, e.g. a technology based organization and a NGO working together for a techno-humanitarian innovation.
- sustaining interest and moving the partnership forward after the 1st meeting
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Instructions for the group exercise
take it in turns to share your example with each other.
Once everyone in the breakout room has done this,
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